is work presents a new algorithm called evolutionary exploration of augmenting convolutional topologies (EXACT), which is capable of evolving the structure of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). EXACT is in part modeled a er the neuroevolution of augmenting topologies (NEAT) algorithm, with notable exceptions to allow it to scale to large scale distributed computing environments and evolve networks with convolutional lters. In addition to multithreaded and MPI versions, EXACT has been implemented as part of a BOINC volunteer computing project, allowing large scale evolution. During a period of two months, over 4,500 volunteered computers on the Citizen Science Grid trained over 120,000 CNNs and evolved networks reaching 98.32% test data accuracy on the MNIST handwri en digits dataset. ese results are even stronger as the backpropagation strategy used to train the CNNs was fairly rudimentary (ReLU units, L2 regularization and Nesterov momentum) and these were initial test runs done without re nement of the backpropagation hyperparameters. Further, the EXACT evolutionary strategy is independent of the method used to train the CNNs, so they could be further improved by advanced techniques like elastic distortions, pretraining and dropout. e evolved networks are also quite interesting, showing "organic" structures and signi cant di erences from standard human designed architectures.
EXACT
e EXACT algorithm starts with the observation that any two lters of any size within a CNN can be connected by a convolution of size con d = |out d − in d | + 1, where out d and in d are the size of the output and input lters, respectively, and con d is the size of the convolution in dimension d. e consequence of this observation is that the structure of a CNN can be evolved solely by determining the sizes of the lters and how they are connected. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s Instead of evolving the weights of individual neurons and how they are connected, as done in the NEAT [9] algorithm, the architecture of a CNN can be evolved in a similar fashion except on the level of how lters are connected, with additional operators to modify the lter sizes. Generation of the initial population starts with rst generating a minimal CNN genome, which consists solely of the input node, which is the size of the training images (plus padding if desired), and one output node per training class for a so max output layer. In this case of this work which uses the MNIST handwri en digits dataset, this is a 28x28 input node, and 10 output nodes.
is is sent as the CNN genome for the rst work request, and also inserted into the population with ∞ as tness, denoting that it had not been evaluated yet. Further work requests are ful lled by taking a random member of the population (which will be initially just the minimal CNN genome), mutating it, inserting the mutation into the population with ∞ as tness and sending that CNN genome to the worker to evaluate. Once the population has reached a user speci ed population size through inserting newly generated mutations and results received by workers, work requests are ful lled by either mutation or crossover, depending on a user speci ed crossover rate (e.g., a 20% crossover rate will result in 80% mutation). Mutation operations include adding adges, enabling edges, disabling edges, spli ing edges, and change node sizes.
EVOLVED NEURAL NETWORKS
Two simultaneous EXACT searches were performed, one using a epigenetic weight initialization where weights were reused from a previously trained parent, and the other using randomized weight initialization. Table 2 shows the error and prediction rates for the top 20 CNNs in these searches a er 60,000 evaluated CNNs each. Table 1 shows the error and prediction rates for benchmark CNNs trained with the same hyperparameters. Figure 1 shows an example evolved CNN which had the highest test accuracy. ese evolved networks are quite interesting in that they are highly di erent from the highly structured CNNs found seen in literature [5, 4, 8, 10, 1] . Even so, compared to hand designed benchmark networks, they still were able to nd CNNs that trained to signi cantly lower training and test error, while making strong improvements in training and testing accuracy. e networks also show vestigial lters and edges, resulting from the crossover and edge disable mutation operator.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
A novel algorithm for the evolution of arbitrarily structured CNNs called evolutionary exploration of augmenting convolutional topoligies (EXACT) has been presented, which to the author's knowlege 1 Figure 1 is can be done by having each lter perform a pooling operation of an arbrarity size, which can be mutated by additional mutation operations. e algorithm also currently only supports 2 dimensional input and lters, and will need to be updated to utilize 3 dimensional inputs and lters so that it can evolve CNNs for color data sets such as the CIFAR and TinyImage datasets [3, 11] . e use of epigenetic weight initialization, where child CNNs reuse trained weights from their parents has shown potential for improving the CNNs evolved by EXACT, however it did not seem to reduce the number of epochs required by backpropagation to nd a minimal training error. is may be because di erent CNN training hyperparameters may provide more e ective for these CNNs. It may also be possible to evolve the hyperparameters used to train the CNNs along with their structure for improved results as done by other recent work [6, 7] . Pretraining the CNNs using restricted boltzmann machines [2] has the potential to even further improve accuracy of the trained CNNs, and may be potentially combined with epigenetic pretraining. Lastly, EXACT evolves and trains a large number of CNNs in each search, which provides an opportunity to determine how robust various CNN training techniques are and to see if these methods have any e ect on the structure of the CNNs involved.
